Mankind’s biggest challenge is food production.

15 - 30% of the worldwide annual yield is lost due to plant diseases and pests.

FAO, 2016
Plantix provides the solution

Automatic image recognition of plant diseases
Plantix provides a solution for small farmers. Automatic plant diseases recognition with smartphones

Plantix’s users send us images of plant damages.

These images feed our unique database.

Based on the images we train neural networks to identify plant damages.

Our system provides instant diagnostic tools and treatment plans.
Engaging farmers throughout the year

Recognition
Plantix AI recognizes your problem and gives advice.

Community
Exchange with your region and with farmers worldwide.

Weather
Get alerts and forecast for diseases

Crop Calendar
Know what to do and plan your crop cycle
Our users are the foundation of an invaluable database

We are the first to deliver geographic real-time statistics for plant diseases.
More than 25 000 pictures solely from Algeria.
We gain unprecedented knowledge

We know what’s the problem.

We know when and where it occurs.

We know what solution is needed.
The founder-team is united by one challenge - feed the world.

Simone - CEO
Phd. Candidate
Soil Science & Botanic
„Stone in the surf“

Rob - CTO
Phd. Candidate Geography
„Autodidactic Nerd - speaks Python fluently“

Pierre - CFO
„Numbers don't lie.“

Korbi - Country Director
„Talking is like breathing – French, Portuguese, Spanish, English – no problem.“

Charlotte - Head of Product
PhD Anthropology
„Create an App that users fall in love with.“

Alex - Head of Plants & Data
„Give me a plant and I tell you the disease.“

Bianca - Country Director India
„Knowing all the NGO networks personally“
Software will eat the world – Plantix will feed the world.